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Children's Reasoning about Distributive and Retributive Justice across Development
Abstract

Research on distributive justice indicates that preschool-age children take issues of equity and merit into account when distributing desirable items, but that they often prefer to see desirable items allocated equally in third-party tasks. By contrast, less is known about the development of retributive justice. In a study with 4-10-year-old children (n = 123) and adults (n = 93), we directly compared the development of reasoning about distributive and retributive justice. We measured the amount of rewards or punishments that participants allocated to recipients who differed in the amount of good or bad things they had done. We also measured judgments about collective rewards and punishments. We found that the developmental trajectory of thinking about retributive justice parallels that of distributive justice. The 4-5-year-olds were the most likely to prefer equal distributions of both rewarding and aversive consequences; older children and adults preferred deservingness-based allocations. The 4-5-year-olds were also most likely to judge collective rewards and punishments as fair; this tendency declined with increasing age. Our results also highlight the extent to which the notion of desert influences thinking about distributive and retributive justice; desert was considered equally when participants allocated reward and punishments, but in judgments about collective discipline, participants focused more on desert in cases of punishment compared to reward. We discuss our results in relation to theories about preferences for equality vs. equity, theories about how desert is differentially weighed across distributive and retributive justice, and in relation to the literature on moral development and fairness.
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Children's Reasoning about Distributive and Retributive Justice across Development

The pursuit of social justice ideally ensures that people receive their fair share of benefits, and that those who commit offenses receive a fair degree of punishment. These two forms of justice are referred to as *distributive* justice and *retributive* justice, respectively (Carlsmith & Darley, 2008; Deutsch, 2006; Piaget, 1932/1965; Rawls, 1971). Philosophical debates center on the question of whether both should operate under similar or different normative principles. On the one hand are approaches that emphasize an asymmetry, arguing that they should be regarded as fundamentally different practices, governed by different moral principles (Smilansky, 2006). According to the asymmetry account, retributive justice is aimed at rectifying injustice by using blame and punishment to reprimand and correct those who have done wrong and are deserving of punishment as a consequence. The notion of just deserts is thus the main principle. Also in line with the asymmetry account, and in contrast to retributive justice, distributive justice is seen as focused on the proper allocation of goods and services in order to regulate economic activity and foster prosperity. Here, equality and merit, rather than just deserts, are the guiding principles. The symmetry account, on the other hand, acknowledges dissimilarities in specific content, but argues that both are part of the same practice, the practice of achieving justice (Moriarty, 2003). By this account, the notion of just deserts has a place not only in retributive, but also distributive justice, as people should not only receive the punishment they deserve, but also the benefits they deserve.

This normative debate about the principles on which a theory of justice should be built raises questions about the principles we use when reasoning about case of distributive and retributive justice. What is our folk morality about justice? Is it more in accord with the asymmetry or the symmetry account? In the present research we ask if, over the course of development, children conceptualize distributive and retributive justice as similar or different with regard to the principle of desert. This is the first parallel exploration of children’s thinking about the role of desert across
these two forms of justice, and the findings can shed light on whether the asymmetry in formal thought about desert in distributive and retributive justice has a basis in the way that justice is conceptualized over the course of development.

**Background**

**Developmental studies of distributive justice.** Piaget (1932/1965) discussed the distinction between a preference for *equality* (everyone gets the same amount) versus a preference for *equity* (each party gets what he or she needs or deserves). Piaget found that equality preferences did not give way to equity preferences until age 9 or later. Such findings received support in the decades that followed (e.g., Damon, 1975; Hook & Cook, 1979; Peterson, Peterson, & McDonald, 1975; Sigelman & Waitzman, 1991). However, as has been noted (e.g., Baumard, Mascaro, & Chevallier, 2012), many early studies on this topic employed complex scenarios and required children to work with large numbers (e.g., Damon, 1975; Enright et al., 1984). New methodologies suggest that nuanced concepts of distributive justice emerge earlier in development. Studies of implicit cognition in infancy find sensitivity to both equality and equity; infants expect equal distributions in context-free scenarios, and expect equitable distributions in unequal-work scenarios (Blake, McAuliffe, & Warneken, 2014; Schmidt & Sommerville, 2011; Sommerville, Schmidt, & Burns, 2013; Sloane, Baillargeon, & Premack, 2012). Studies with 3–4-year-olds show that, when simple stories are used, young children demonstrate a sense of equality and equity in their explicit judgments, such as suggesting that a protagonist who did all the baking should receive a larger cookie than a slacker (Baumard et al., 2012; see also Kenward & Dahl, 2011). Thus, preschool-age children can track and use merit-related information, often prefer to create equal distributions, and increasingly prefer to create equitable distributions as they move past the preschool years.

**Developmental studies of retributive justice.** While hundreds of developmental studies have focused on distributive justice, far fewer have explored cognition and behavior related to
retributive justice. Little is known about the principles that guide children's thinking in this area, let alone whether children reason about the two forms of justice in a similar fashion.

One existing line of research has focused on the role of intentions and outcomes. Piaget (1932/1965) presented children with protagonists who differed in terms of their intentions and the amount of damage they caused. Piaget found that when judging who deserved to be punished, younger children focused on outcome alone; it was not until age 10 that children referred to the individual’s intentions. However, Piaget failed to make intentions and damage equally salient. When Nelson (1980) made intentions explicit, children as young as 3 made appropriate use of motive information in their moral judgments. Killen and colleagues showed 3-8-year-old children scenarios in which a protagonist unintentionally caused another person to feel upset and found that children find it less acceptable to punish someone for harm that was caused by accident (Killen, Mulvey, Richardson, Jampol, & Woodward, 2011). Similarly, at age 4 children view accidental transgressions as more deserving of punishment than attempted-but-failed transgressions but, by age 5, the pattern is dramatically reversed (Cushman, Sheketoff, Wharton, & Carey, 2013). Thus, preschool-age children are capable of weighing motive information when thinking about punishment, and this capacity improves with advances in mental state understanding.

A second line of research on children's thinking about punishment has used a social domain theory framework (e.g., Nucci, 2001; Smetana, 2006). Smetana (1981) found that 2-4-year-olds rated moral transgressors to be more deserving of punishment than transgressors who had violated social convention (e.g., not putting toys away correctly). Most studies in this area have replicated these results (e.g., Hollos, Leis, & Turiel, 1986; Nucci, 2001; Tisak & Jankowski, 1996; for an exception, see Jagers, Bingham, & Hans, 1996). Thus, from an early age children are attentive to issues of harm, fairness, and justice when thinking about the role of punishment.
The studies cited above employed hypothetical scenarios; fewer studies have assessed how children actually distribute punishments. One study in this third line of research tested whether 3- and 5-year-olds would punish a puppet who had behaved selfishly toward both the participant and another puppet (Robbins & Rochat, 2011). A majority of children gave up some of their own winnings to punish other players. However, only the 5-year-olds selectively punished stingy participants; the 3-year-olds punished indiscriminately. In line with this, Kenward and Öst (in press) tested children in a third-party punishment task and found that 5-year-olds selectively distributed aversive items (disgusting-tasting candies) to real adults who had behaved antisocially. Two other recent studies, with a focus on third-party punishment, showed that by age 6 children will pay a cost to punish individuals who behave unfairly to others (Jordan, McAuliffe, & Warneken, 2014; McAuliffe, Jordan, & Warneken, 2015). Further, when there is no cost to be paid children as young as 3 years of age will behave punitively toward a character whose behavior leads to a loss of desirable items for both the self, and for a third party (Riedl, Jensen, Call, & Tomasello, 2015). In another paradigm, Kenward and Öst (2012) showed 4-year-old children scenarios in which one doll attacked another doll. The preschool-age children frequently directed their own adult doll to punish the perpetrator, showing a preference for fairly-targeted punishment. To our knowledge, only one study has explored punishment-like behavior in children younger than age 3 (Hamlin, Wynn, Bloom, & Mahajan, 2011). In this study, 19-month-old toddlers saw some puppets behave prosocially and other puppets behave antisocially. When given the forced choice of taking a treat from one of the puppets, most toddlers targeted the antisocial over the prosocial puppet.

Taken together, these results indicate that even preschool-age children attend to important aspects of transgression when weighing the appropriateness of punishment, such as the harm to the victim. Further, at the end of the preschool period children attend to the perpetrator’s motives and think that intentional harm should be punished more than accidental harm. Young children also
seem quite willing to engage in punishment themselves, and between the ages of 4 and 6 children begin to consistently direct their punishing behaviors at the most deserving targets.

**Implications for children’s developing justice concepts**

The existing research indicates that children attend to equality and merit when distributing resources, and have a notion that intentional bad behavior should be punished. However, less is known about whether general principles of justice that govern both distributive and retributive acts, based upon a notion of just deserts, or whether children conceptualize distributive and retributive acts as distinct. Using the framework of the philosophical literature, we ask if children favor a symmetry or an asymmetry approach to the enactment of distributive and retributive justice.

In the present study, a primary goal was test two competing hypotheses about the links between children's rewarding behavior (i.e., the allocation of desirable items) and punishing behavior (i.e., the allocation of aversive items). One hypothesis is that, when allocating aversive items, children show the same age-related shift from a preference for equality to a preference for equity that has been charted in the literature on distributive justice. This hypothesis predicts symmetry in attention to just deserts across the two types of justice, with young children paying relatively less attention to desert compared to older children and adults. Such a hypothesis is plausible given that young children talk a lot about equality and sameness when asked about how and why they should allocate desirable items (e.g., Smith et al., 2013).

The alternative hypothesis is that young children prefer to see rewards distributed in an equal fashion, but punishments distributed in an equitable fashion. This hypothesis predicts asymmetrical attention to the notion of desert across the two types of justice in early childhood. By this account, young children may prefer equality when distributing positive items in order to make everyone happy, but are more selective in their punishments by apportioning negative consequences based on desert rather than equality in order to avoid making everyone feel bad. Such a pattern of
results in early would be consistent with formal conceptualizations of the role of desert across the two forms of justice (Moriarty, 2003; Smilansky, 2006). Importantly, should this alternative hypothesis hold, the inclusion of an adult sample will allow us to test the extent to which the asymmetry in thinking about the role of deserts also plays a role in mature thinking about justice.

In testing the hypotheses outlined above, we utilized novel methods for examining children's punishment decisions. In the small number of studies that do exist on children's punishment behavior, children are typically given the chance to make binary decisions (e.g., punish or not; punish Person A or Person B). Thus, while a large and ever-growing body of studies exists on how children prefer to hand out rewarding items, very little is known about how children prefer to hand out penalties when their decisions are not constrained by dichotomous response options. The present research addressed this gap in the literature, and also allowed for a direct comparison of distributive and retributive justice orientations in development by comparing different age-groups.

We also draw attention to another issue in the existing retributive justice research: punishment type. Children have primarily been asked to engage in removal punishments or - in the terminology of operant conditioning - negative punishments. For example, in Hamlin et al., 2011, and Robbins & Rochat, 2011, children punished others by removing desired stimuli, as opposed to presenting aversive stimuli. This difference between existing studies of distributive and retributive justice makes the comparison of children's approaches to rewarding and punishing difficult. Therefore, one goal of the present research was to examine the extent to which children use similar or different approaches to allocating both punishments and rewards.

A final aspect of the present research that makes it unique was our exploration of children's thinking about collective discipline. Collective punishment – the punishment of a whole group for the actions of a small number of its members -- has been documented in war (e.g., Darcy, 2003; Gerwarth, 2012), sports (e.g., Cushman, Durwin, & Lively, 2012) and education (e.g., Selman &
Dray, 2006). Exploring children’s thinking about the fairness of collective discipline allowed us to test how strongly children adhere to an equality norm, and when in development such an adherence might soften. After all, collective punishments and rewards serve as extreme examples of equality-based distributions. Middle school students view the use of collective consequences as less acceptable than targeted discipline (Elliott, Witt, Galvin, & Moe, 1986). However, little is known about how younger children view this practice, or how collective rewards are viewed.

The exploration of collective discipline also allows for further examination of the theoretical issue regarding the extent to which there is symmetry in how desert is considered across distributive and retributive justice (Moriarty, 2003; Smilansky, 2006). If there is indeed an asymmetry, we would expect collective punishment to be rated more negatively than collective rewards, since attention to desert would be more critical in cases where aversive or harmful action is being taken. Conversely, if desert is an equally important notion across both forms of justice, we would expect to see both collective punishment and collective rewards viewed in a similar light. We also note that development may play a role. Given the hypothesis of a developmental change from strict equality to merit-based reasoning, it is reasonable to expect that the 4-5-year-olds would be more likely than the older participants to judge collective rewards as fair, and targeted (or equitable) rewards as unfair. We predicted that older children and adults would view collective punishment as unfair, given their attention to desert or merit when allocating rewarding items. We were interested in whether 4-5-year-olds would be more likely than the older groups to view collective punishments as fair, given their preferences for equality in distributive justice tasks. If such a pattern emerged, it would indicate that the notion of desert plays an increasingly important role, over the course of development, in how people think about both retributive and distributive justice.

The Present Study
Allocations of rewards and punishments. In the Allocation Phase of our study, children (aged 4-10) and adults were asked to distribute desirable classroom jobs to pairs of students (e.g., feeding four classroom pets). There were always four jobs to be distributed among two potential recipients, allowing participants to create equal or equitable distributions with ease. We predicted that the youngest children would be the most likely to show a preference for splitting the jobs equally among each pair of students, even when merit-related cues were clear. We anticipated a growing preference for equity with increasing age.

As noted above, existing developmental studies on retributive justice have generally presented children with binary choices about whether or not to punish, or about who to punish. In the Allocation Phase of the present study, participants were always asked to distribute four items to two potential recipients, meaning that children's distributions of aversive items could be measured in a more continuous manner. This design allowed us to compare children's relatively unconstrained preferences for distributing both rewards and punishments, and to test the two competing hypotheses we outlined above. We predicted that the youngest children would show the least sensitivity to the notion of desert, and that issues of deservingness across both forms of justice would take on greater importance with increasing age.

Collective rewards and punishments. In a final phase of the procedure, participants were asked to make fairness judgments about four scenarios in which a teacher meted out rewards and punishments. In two scenarios, the teacher punished or rewarded one student who had done a bad or good thing, respectively, but did not punish others (targeted punishment/reward). In another two scenarios, the teacher punished or rewarded all students for the behavior of only one student (collective punishment/reward). This part of the procedure allowed us to assess the extent to which preschool children in particular endorse equal distributions in the relatively extreme cases of collective discipline, and when this preference changes during development. As with the Allocation
Phase, in the Judgment Phase of the study we expected that the preschoolers in the study would be less likely than older children and adults to focus on issues of desert, and more likely than older participants to view collective discipline practices as fair.

**Assessing developmental trends.** Previous research indicates that preschool-age children are most likely to show equality preferences in third-party allocation tasks, whereas older children (age 8 and onward) are much more likely to make equitable allocations when appropriate. Thus, the inclusion of a 4-5-year-old group and an 8-12-year-old group allowed us to test developmental differences between these two key age groups. The 6-7-year-old group served as an intermediate age group that allowed us to test for more nuanced developmental trends, and the adult sample was included in order to obtain a snapshot of more mature responses to our tasks. The adult sample also allowed us to describe the extent to which, after childhood, the notion of desert is considered across distributive and retributive justice, and whether – in adult thinking – there is symmetry or asymmetry in the consideration of desert across the two forms of justice.

**Method**

**Participants**

Participating children \( (n = 123) \) included: (1) \( n = 50 \) 4-5-year-olds (23 girls, \( M_{age} = 5.17, SD = .53 \)), (2) \( n = 43 \) 6-7-year-olds (23 girls, \( M_{age} = 6.91, SD = .59 \)), and (3) \( n = 30 \) 8-10-year-olds (16 girls, \( M_{age} = 9.38, SD = .87 \)). The adult sample \( (n = 93) \) was larger than the child samples due to the tremendous ease involved in getting adults to participate via MTurk. The adult sample had a mean age of 33.57 years \( (SD = 11.45, \text{ range: } 18 - 67) \).

Children participated at two museum-based lab sites (Boston Museum of Science; Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum). A wide range of ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds was represented in the sample, but most participants were White and from middle-class families. Nine
children started the study but did not finish due to losing interest or distraction \((n = 4)\), not answering interview questions \((n = 4)\), and shyness \((n = 1)\).

Adults were recruited via Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk), and had to meet the following criteria: a US-based IP address, participation in at least 100 other MTurk tasks, and an approval rate of at least 97% given by the administrators of the previous MTurk tasks. Out of 102 adults who participated, 7 were omitted because they did not take the study seriously (e.g., one adult flippantly wrote that a child character should be beaten) and 2 because they gave confused responses on multiple trials (e.g., writing that Student A deserved more rewards after allocating more rewards to Student B).

Materials and procedures

Each child was interviewed individually and adult participants were directed from MTurk to a web-based Qualtrics survey. After a short introduction phase, there were two main test phases: first the Allocation Phase and then the Judgment Phase. In each of the six allocation trials, participants handed out desirable or aversive jobs to two students in a fictional classroom. In each of the four judgment trials, participants judged as fair or unfair a teacher's decisions about rewarding and punishing students in the same classroom. The phases are described below.

Introduction phase. Participants viewed a fictional classroom in which there were "fun jobs" and "yucky jobs;" each was illustrated (see Appendix for examples of stimuli) and named verbally for children (or labeled for adults). The rewarding jobs were: feeding four classroom hamsters, testing four new computer games, and delivering four pieces of mail. The aversive jobs were: cleaning up four paint spills, emptying four garbage cans, and cleaning up four juice spills. Participants were told that they would decide the best way to hand out the fun and yucky jobs.

Participants then practiced allocating jobs. For children, two cards depicting fictional students were chosen at random from a stack of 14 laminated cards. The stack was always shuffled
for each new participant, and it contained drawings of 7 female students and 7 male students, with a mix of ethnicities represented. The two student cards were placed in front of child participants (see Appendix for example). Four job cards were then placed between the two student cards in a vertical orientation. Children were then told:

*First we're going to practice how we give out the jobs. There are four windows in the classroom, and each one needs to be washed. Look, I can give this child one window to wash, and this other child three windows to wash. Is that one way we can do it?*

Most children responded affirmatively. Some children spontaneously stated that a 3-1 split of the window washing job was unfair. In these cases, the experimenter asked if this was simply a way the jobs could be handed out, and all children answered affirmatively. Children were asked to show another way that the jobs could be allocated. Children were cued to move the job cards, and to place them on the student cards to create another allocation. Most children created a 2-2 split of the jobs. The experimenter affirmed that this was another way the jobs could be handed out. Children were then asked to show one more way the jobs could be allocated; for children who did not arrive at the solution on their own, the experimenter showed how a 4-0 allocation was also possible.

Thus, children practiced the non-verbal allocation of the job cards, and also saw that 0-4, 1-3, and 2-2 allocations were all possibilities. Adults practiced making allocations online using cursor-controlled sliders. At the end of the introduction phase, it was stated that the next part of the study would involve handing out more jobs, and that there were no right or wrong answers.

**Allocation Phase.** Next, children were guided through six allocation trials. The trial types are summarized in Table 1, and are further detailed in the Supplementary Online Material. For each trial, two new student cards were selected from the pre-shuffled deck so that their assignment to each trial was randomized. The scenarios in each trial were paired with rewarding and aversive jobs as described in Table 1, resulting in six trial types.
For each trial in the Allocation Phase, children heard four key pieces of information: (1) the teacher’s request (e.g., keep the desks clean), (2) the students' behavior (e.g., one student draws more on desks than other student), (3) the job to be allocated (e.g., cleaning up spilled paint), and (4) whether the students viewed the job as desirable or aversive. Adults read the scenarios while viewing identical stimuli. Scripts are provided in the Supplementary Online Material.

Two pictures illustrated each scenario; the first was used to frame the teacher's request, the second showed the two students' behaviors. For example, in the block-cleaning scenario, the first picture showed blocks on the floor and the second picture showed two containers of blocks, one much fuller than the other. For child participants, the student cards were lined up under the second picture so that participants could easily remember the students' behaviors as they allocated the jobs. For trials in which unequal behavior was depicted, the side of the greater good or bad behavior was counterbalanced across subjects. The same arrangement was employed for adults in the online study. A depiction of how the setup looked before participants allocated jobs is provided in the Appendix. (Note that the cards for the aversive jobs had frown faces and the cards for the desirable jobs had smiley faces to reinforce the idea that some jobs were desirable and others were aversive.)

After each scenario was displayed, children received memory questions to ensure they had tracked the students' behaviors. If a child made an error, the scenario was presented again and the memory questions were asked once more. Adults were not given memory checks, but they were able to view the stimuli on the screen as they made their allocations.

For trials with rewarding jobs, child participants were cued to distribute the jobs using the following prompt (pet feeding is used as an example here): "Now, the teacher is going to give out four fun jobs. Here they are, each job is feeding one of the four hamsters in the classroom. Both of these two kids say, 'Yay, I love feeding the hamsters!' What do you think is the best way to give out these four fun jobs? Can you show me?"
For trials with aversive jobs, child participants were cued to distribute the jobs using the following prompt (a cleaning job is used as an example here): "Now the teacher is going to give out four yucky jobs. Here they are, each job is cleaning up one spilled cup of juice on the floor. Both of these two kids say, 'Yuck, I don't like cleaning up juice spills!' What do you think is the best way to give out these four yucky jobs? Can you show me?"

Children made allocations by moving the job cards. Adults used sliders to allocate the jobs in Qualtrics. Note that language implying that the jobs should be split between the students was avoided, consistent with the introduction phase in which a 4-0 allocation was demonstrated as a possibility. Also note that participants were not asked what the teacher would or should do, but what they themselves thought was best. After each allocation, participants were asked why they had chosen that specific allocation. Children responded verbally; answers were recorded verbatim via paper and pencil. Adults typed their justifications into a text entry box online.

For child participants, two new student cards were pulled from the deck for the next trial. Thus, a child saw two new students who were the targets of the teacher's request in each trial. Adults were randomly assigned to see various combinations of students across the six trials.

For children, trial order was varied using a Latin square design. For adults, trial order was randomized in Qualtrics. Thus, some participants allocated aversive jobs first, while other participants allocated rewarding jobs first. Likewise, some participants took part in an Equal Behavior trial first, while others encountered Unequal Behavior trials first.

**Judgment Phase.** There were four trials in the Judgment Phase wherein participants heard about the teacher's allocations of rewards and punishments. First, all of the student cards in the child version of the study were spread out on the table in no particular order. Adults in the online version of the study saw the student pictures in an array on the screen. The experimenter (or the online prompt) then stated: "Now, here are all the kids in the class."
For child participants, the experimenter then picked up one of the student cards at random and started the first trial. The four trial types were as follows:

- **Targeted Punishment**: One student misbehaved; only that student punished by teacher
- **Targeted Reward**: One student did good thing; only that student rewarded by teacher
- **Collective Punishment**: One student misbehaved; that student and all others punished
- **Collective Reward**: One student did good thing; that student and all others rewarded

As an example, in a Targeted Punishment trial the experimenter held up one student card and said: "This kid was making lots of noise during quiet reading time. As a punishment, the teacher says that this kid has to stay inside for recess, but the rest of the kids can go outside. Is that fair? Why/Why not?" Scripts are provided in the Supplementary Online Material.

Children responded with a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to the question about fairness, and then justified that response. Adults checked a box corresponding to their yes/no answer about fairness, and then typed justifications into a text entry box.

**Scoring - Allocation Phase.** The Equal Good and Equal Bad behavior trials in the Allocation Phase were scored in a binary fashion: 1 = equal split of jobs, 0 = unequal split of jobs.

The four Unequal Behavior trials in the Allocation Phase were always scored with reference to the student who engaged in more of the focal behavior. As an example: in the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs trial, if a participant gave the student who tracked more mud on the floor 3 aversive jobs and the other student 1 aversive job, the score for that trial would be a 3.

Justifications were coded as follows (codes were mutually exclusive):

- **Explicit Sameness**: Explicit reference to wanting things to be the same. Examples: "Because then they'll have the same thing" "It would be fair to give both two"
- **Implicit Sameness**: Implicit reference to wanting things to be the same. Examples: The participant split the jobs 2-2, and said "It's fair" or "This way is better"
• **Explicit Deservingness:** Explicit reference to deservingness. Examples: "He made more of a mess" "She picked up more blocks" "That one kid barely did any work"

• **Implicit Deservingness:** Implicit reference to deservingness. Example: The participant split the jobs 3-1 or 4-0, and said "It's fair to do it this way"

• **Other:** Responses that were uncodable using the above system. These responses included statements like "I don't know," and comments that were difficult to categorize such as a child's focus on the color of the garbage cans during a trial in which the aversive job was taking out the trash.

Two research assistants independently coded all of the justifications; agreement across the four Unequal Behavior allocation trials was in the acceptable range (Kappas ranged from .75 to .81). Disagreements were resolved through discussion.

**Scoring - Judgment Phase.** Responses to the four fairness questions were scored as: 1 = fair, 0 = not fair and justifications were coded as follows (codes were mutually exclusive):

• **Sameness:** Reference to sameness or equality when making a judgment of fair (e.g., "Everyone is treated the same") or unfair (e.g., "Everyone should be the same").

• **Deservingness:** Reference to deservingness when making a judgment of fair (e.g., "He helped so he should get more") or unfair (e.g., "Only one of the kids helped - other people shouldn't be rewarded for something they didn't do").

• **Lesson:** Statement that the discipline practice would teach a lesson (e.g., "It will encourage the other kids to do good things in the future").

• **Emotion:** Reference to students' upset feelings or isolation (e.g., "She gets more and the other kids get less so the other kids will be sad").

• **Other:** Responses that were uncodable using the above system. These responses included statements like "I don't know," and comments that were difficult to categorize for the
purposes of analysis, like "Obviously this kid needs some time outside to be physical. Keeping him inside will only make things worse!"

Two research assistants independently coded all of the justifications and agreement was good, kappa = .80. Disagreements were resolved through discussion.

**Results**

**Preliminary analyses**

We found no effects of participant gender or specific scenario/job combinations within allocation trial types. Further, there were no effects of trial order for children (order was randomized for adults). Data were pooled across these factors. Memory errors were quite rare for children (across the six allocation trials, the range of memory failure rates was 0.8% - 6.5%). All children who missed the first memory question on a particular trial subsequently answered the question correctly after the scenario was reviewed.

**Allocation Phase - Equal Behavior trials**

The two Equal Behavior allocation trials were used to ensure that participants did not fall into a response set, and to confirm that participants of all ages were inclined to create equal distributions when students' behaviors were depicted as equally good or bad. In the Equal Bad with Aversive Jobs trial, the jobs were distributed with a 2-2 split the vast majority of the time: 88% for 4-5-year-olds, 95% for 6-7-year-olds, 93% for 8-10-year-olds, and 100% for adults. In the Equal Good with Rewarding Jobs trial, the jobs were again distributed with a even split most of the time: 92% for 4-5-year-olds, 91% for 6-7-year-olds, 100% for 8-10-year-olds, and 100% for adults.

**Allocation Phase - Unequal Behavior trials**

The score for each Unequal Behavior trial was computed as the number of jobs allocated to the student who engaged in more of the focal behavior. The four Unequal Behavior trials were analyzed with a 4 (trial type) × 4 (age group) mixed-measures ANOVA. There was a main effect of
trial type, $F(3, 636) = 141.27, p < .001$, no main effect of age group, $F(3, 212) = 1.19, p = .31$, and an interaction of trial type and age group, $F(9, 636) = 7.99, p < .001$. Mean allocations are displayed in Figure 1, and histograms for each trial type are displayed in Figure 2.

As seen in Figure 1, across the four Unequal Behavior trials, the youngest children were closest to creating equal splits of the rewarding and aversive jobs. This tendency shifted in rather linear fashion toward a preference for equity-based distributions with increasing age. Analyses of simple effects were used to clarify the significant interaction.

In the *Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs* trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated significantly fewer rewarding jobs ($M = 2.26$) to the student who did more good, compared to the 6-7-year-olds ($M = 2.58; p = .04$), 8-10-year-olds ($M = 2.83; p < .001$), and the adults ($M = 3.14; p < .001$). On this trial, 6-7-year-olds also differed from the adults ($p < .001$). This allocation pattern corresponded to an age-related increase in Deservingness justifications, $\chi^2(3, N = 215) = 58.30, p < .001$ (see Table 2). One set of follow-up chi-square analyses indicated that all of the age groups differed in the frequency with which they used Deservingness justifications ($p$-values ranged from $< .001$ to $.04$). Another follow-up chi-square analysis, focusing on the subset of participants who did not create equal allocations, showed that the 4-5-year-olds (77%) were not significantly less likely to use Deservingness justifications compared to the other age groups (percentages for those groups ranged from 90% - 96%), $p = .07$.

In the *Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs* trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated significantly fewer aversive jobs ($M = 2.28$) to the student who engaged in more bad behavior, compared to the 8-10-year-olds ($M = 2.67; p = .02$) and the adults ($M = 2.72; p < .001$). The 6-7-year-olds ($M = 2.47$) differed from the adults ($p = .05$). Here again, Deservingness justifications varied as a function of age, $\chi^2(3, N = 216) = 30.37, p < .001$. The 4-5-year-olds used this type of justification least often compared to the 6-7-year-olds ($p = .06$), the 8-10-year-olds, ($p < .001$), and the adults ($p < .001$).
The 6-7-year-olds mentioned issues of deservingness less often than did the 8-10-year-olds \((p = .03)\) and the adults \((p = .005)\). The 8-10-year-olds and the adults did not differ, \(p = .88\). An analysis of the subset of participants who did not create equal allocations indicated that the 4-5-year-olds \((77\%)\) were still less likely to use Deservingness justifications compared to the other age groups \(\text{range: } 91\% - 98\%\), \(\chi^2(3, N = 125) = 11.04, p = .01\).

In the *Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs* trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated more aversive jobs \((M = 1.52)\) to the student who did more good, compared to the adults \((M = 1.08; p = .005)\). The 6-7-year-olds were also different from the adults \((M = 1.40; p = .05)\). The 8-10-year-olds were in an intermediate position \((M = 1.23)\), and did not differ significantly from any other age group.

Consistent with this allocation pattern, deservingness justifications were more common with increasing age, \(\chi^2(3, N = 214) = 31.38, p < .001\). The 4-5-year-olds provided significantly fewer Deservingness justifications than did all other age groups \(p\)-values ranged from \(< .001 - .02\). The 6-7-year-olds did not differ from the 8-10-year-olds, \(p = .60\), but did differ from the adults, \(p = .006\). The difference between the 8-10-year-olds and the adults was not significant, \(p = .07\). An analysis with the subset of participants who did not create equal allocations indicated that the 4-5-year-olds \((63\%)\) were still less likely than the other age groups \(\text{range: } 89\% - 91\%\) to use Deservingness justifications, \(\chi^2(3, N = 133) = 10.34, p = .02\).

Finally, in the *Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs* trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated significantly more rewarding jobs \((M = 1.62)\) to the student who did more bad, compared to the 8-10-year-olds \((M = 1.13; p = .01)\) and the adults \((M = 1.13; p < .001)\). The 6-7-year-olds \((M = 1.56)\) also differed from the 8-10-year-olds \(p = .03\) and the adults \(p = .005\). Corresponding age differences emerged in the use of Deservingness justifications, \(\chi^2(3, N = 214) = 18.21, p < .001\). The 4-5-year-olds did not differ from the 6-7-year-olds \(p = .63\), but did use fewer Deservingness justifications compared to the 8-10-year-olds \(p = .04\) and the adults \(p < .001\). The 6-7-year-olds
also used Deservingness justifications less than the adults, $p = .002$. When focusing only on the subset of participants who did not create equal allocations, all age groups were equally likely to use deservingness justifications (range: 89% - 94%), $\chi^2(3, N = 121) = .89, p = .83$.

Simple effects analyses of the allocation data also revealed that, within each child age group, similar numbers of jobs were allocated across the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs and the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs trials ($p$-values ranged from .31 to .88; all means were above 2.00). Thus, children tended to favor the student who did more good with over half of the rewarding jobs, and to target the student who did more bad with over half of the aversive jobs. Also within each child age group, similar numbers of jobs were allocated across the Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs and the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs trials ($p$-values ranged from .30 to .60; all means were below 2.00). Children tended to allocate less than half of the rewarding jobs to the student who did more bad, and less than half of the aversive jobs to the student who did more good.

This same pattern was present within the adult group. The adults did not differ in their allocations to the student who engaged in the focal behavior across the Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs and the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs trials ($p = .61$; both means < 2.00). However, the adult allocations across the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs ($M = 3.14$) and the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs ($M = 2.72$) trials did differ, $p < .001$.

In order to test one of the hypotheses raised above, that similar approaches might govern the allocation of rewarding and aversive stimuli, we computed correlations between the allocation trials to more fully explore the extent to which this was true for each age group (see Table 3 for complete results). For the 4-5-year-olds, allocations in the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs and the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs trials were significantly correlated, but none of the other correlations reached significance. For the 6-7-year-olds, three of the six correlations reached significance, and for the 8-10-year-olds more than half (four) of the correlations were significant. In
the adult group, all six of the correlations reached significance (aided, in part, by the large adult sample). Thus, some consistency across trials in which rewarding and aversive stimuli were allocated was present by age 6, and thereafter such inter-trial consistency was increasingly common.

A final analysis compared the 4-5-year-olds' allocations to the equal-split mark of 2.00. Although the 4-5-year-olds were consistently closer to equal-split allocations than were the older groups, they nonetheless differed significantly from an equal split across all Unequal Behavior trials (p-values ranged from .02 to < .001).

**Judgment Phase**

The frequencies of participants who rated the teacher's discipline practices as fair in judgment trials are presented in Figure 3. In the Targeted Reward scenario, one student behaved helpfully and the teacher rewarded only that student. Figure 3 displays the age-related increase in the endorsement of the teacher's response; this was significant, \( \chi^2(3, N = 216) = 79.90, p < .001 \). The 4-5-year-olds were significantly more likely than all other groups to rate the targeted reward as unfair (all p-values < .001). The 6-7-year-olds did not differ from the 8-10-year-olds (\( p = .13 \)), but did differ from the adults, \( p < .001 \). The 8-10-year-olds and the adults did not differ, \( p = .08 \).

Correspondingly, the use of Deservingness justifications varied as a function of age, \( \chi^2(3, N = 215) = 53.57, p < .001 \) (see Table 4). The 4-5-year-olds used Deservingness justifications less often than did all other age groups, all p-values < .001. The 6-7-year-olds did not differ from the 8-10-year-olds (\( p = .11 \)), but did mention deservingness less often than did the adults (\( p = .03 \)). The 8-10-year-olds and adults did not differ, \( p = .99 \).

In the Targeted Punishment scenario, one student misbehaved and the teacher punished only the misbehaving student. Figure 3 displays the age-related increase in the view that the teacher's behavior was fair; \( \chi^2(3, N = 215) = 62.91, p < .001 \). Follow-up analyses revealed that there were significant differences between every age group (p-values ranged from < .001 - .04) except between
the 8-10-year-olds and the adults, $p = .26$. Age differences also emerged in the use of Deservingness justifications, $\chi^2(3, N = 216) = 44.69, p < .001$. The 4-5-year-olds were less likely than all other age groups to mention deservingness, all $p$-values $< .001$. The three other age groups did not differ, $p$-values ranged from .08 - .45.

In the Collective Reward scenario, one helpful student and all others were rewarded by the teacher. As displayed in Figure 3, we found that (1) the teacher's practice was viewed as increasingly unfair as child age increased, and (2) that adults viewed the teacher's collective reward decision as fairer than did the 8-10-year-olds; $\chi^2(3, N = 215) = 14.41, p = .002$. Follow-up tests showed that the 4-5-year-olds, most of whom viewed the collective reward as fair, were different from all other age groups ($p$-values ranged from $< .001$ - .04). The other three age groups did not differ significantly from one another ($p$-values ranged from .06 to .79). The use of Deservingness justifications varied as a function of age, $\chi^2(3, N = 215) = 21.73, p < .001$. The 4-5-year-olds were less likely than all other age groups to mention deservingness, $p$-values ranged from $< .001$ - .02. The 6-7-year-olds were less likely than the 8-10-year-olds to mention deservingness, $p = .02$. There were no other significant differences.

In the Collective Punishment scenario, one misbehaving student and all others were punished by the teacher. All age groups endorsed the practice of collective punishment at rates lower than 50%, but there were significant age differences, $\chi^2(3, N = 216) = 18.88, p < .001$. The 4-5-year-olds were significantly more likely than all other age groups to approve of collective punishment, $p$-values ranged from $< .001$ - .05. Compared to the 8-10-year-olds, the 6-7-year-olds were more likely to judge the collective punishment as fair, $p = .03$. The judgments of the adults did not differ significantly from those of the 6-7-year-olds ($p = .40$) or the 8-10-year-olds ($p = .09$). There were also age differences in the use of Deservingness justifications, $\chi^2(3, N = 216) = 51.74, p < .001$. The 4-5-year-olds were less likely to mention deservingness compared to all other
age groups, all $p$-values < .001. The 6-7-year-olds used this justification type less often than did the 8-10-year-olds ($p = .003$) and the adults ($p = .05$). The difference between the 8-10-year-olds and the adults was not significant ($p = .06$).

A number of focused McNemar tests were used to examine how participants within each age group differed in their judgments across some of the four scenarios in which the teacher handed out rewards and punishments. The results are summarized in Table 5.

A final, exploratory analysis probed the adults' justifications in the Collective Punishment and Collective Reward trials. Although the majority of adults viewed these practices as unfair, Fisher's exact tests showed that adults were more likely than children to view collective rewards and punishments as useful for teaching lessons about proper behavior (both $p$-values < .001).

**Associations between Allocations and Judgments**

Lastly, we explored connections between responses in the Allocation and Judgment Phases. As noted above, the collective consequence trials in the Judgment Phase of the study represent extreme examples of equality-based allocations of rewards and punishments. We thus predicted that participants who were more likely to create equal distributions in the Allocation Phase would be more likely to judge collective consequences as acceptable in the Judgment Phase.

We first created summary measures for each phase. For each of the four Unequal Behavior allocation trials, participants were given one point for each Deservingness justification they provided, creating a 0 - 4 scale. Means on this measure were: 1.12 for the 4-5-year-olds ($SD = 1.41$); 1.79 for the 6-7-year-olds ($SD = 1.51$); 2.50 for the 8-10-year-olds ($SD = 1.55$); and 2.98 for the adults ($SD = 1.26$). For each of the two targeted-consequences judgment trials, participants received one point if they provided a 'fair' judgment, and for each of the two collective-consequences judgment trials, participants given one point if they provided an 'unfair' judgment. This also resulted in a scale ranging from 0 to 4. Means on this measure were: 1.20 for the 4-5-
The two scales were subjected to a partial correlation analysis, controlling for age (measured in years), and were significantly associated, partial $r = .44$, $p < .001$. As a follow-up to this analysis, we created a 4-point scale for the Allocation Phase in which a point was given for each scenario in which a participant did not create an equal allocation on an Unequal Behavior trial. Means on this measure were: 1.34 for the 4-5-year-olds ($SD = 1.48$); 1.93 for the 6-7-year-olds ($SD = 1.58$); 2.73 for the 8-10-year-olds ($SD = 1.41$); and 3.02 for the adults ($SD = 1.26$). Controlling for age, this scale was also correlated with the Judgment Phase summary scale, partial $r = .41$, $p < .001$. Thus, controlling for age, participants who were more likely to focus on equity and deservingness in the Allocation Phase were also more likely to view targeted consequences as fair and collective consequences as unfair in the Judgment Phase.

**Discussion**

Does the development of thinking about fair punishment mirror the development of thinking about distributive justice, or are there systematic differences in children's thinking about these two types of justice during development? Further, does the notion of desert figure more prominently in thinking about retributive justice compared to distributive justice, mirroring formal theoretical treatments of these forms of justice, or is the importance of desert viewed similarly in both contexts? Our study is the first to explore these questions by directly comparing children's retributive and distributive justice orientations. Further, the present joins a small number of studies involving observations of children's actual punishment allocations. In those extant studies, children are commonly faced with the dichotomous choices of administering punishment or not, or punishing one person versus another. Thus, little information exists about how children choose to distribute demerits when their decisions are freed from the constraints of binary response options. The findings summarized below begin to fill this gap in the literature.
Four-through-ten-year-old children and a group of adults allocated rewarding and aversive jobs to pairs of students in a fictional classroom, and made fairness judgments about the allocations of rewards and punishments made by the classroom teacher. Children and adults showed a strong preference for creating equal allocations of rewarding and aversive jobs when the behavior of the two students was the same. However, when one student did more of a good or bad thing than another student, the youngest children were the most likely to create relatively equal allocations of both rewarding and aversive jobs. With increasing age, a preference for equitable distributions of rewarding and aversive jobs emerged in the Unequal Behavior trials. Below, we highlight a number of notable aspects of these findings.

We first underscore the finding most central to the hypotheses outlined in the introduction: we found an unmistakable symmetry in the way that participants in each age group approached the allocation of rewarding and aversive consequences (Figure 1). The 4-5-year-old children were more likely to create relatively equal distributions of both rewarding and aversive jobs. In a mirror image of what they did with the rewarding tasks, the older children and adults tended to give more than half of the aversive tasks to characters who behaved relatively badly, and less than half of the aversive tasks to characters who behaved positively. These results show for the first time that, across development, similar decisions are made about how to engage in distributive and retributive justice, and that this overarching fairness orientation shifts from equality- to equity-favoring with increasing age. Thus, thinking about retributive justice by older children and adults is characterized by attention to the notion of desert, consistent with normative theories of justice. Interestingly, developmentally mature thinking about distributive justice involves a similar attention to desert, in line with the symmetry account from the philosophical literature (Moriarty, 2003).

Another novel feature of the present research was the exploration of children's judgments regarding targeted and collective consequences. Participants were faced with a teacher's use of
equity-based consequences (targeted punishments and rewards) and equality-based consequences (collective punishments and rewards). The inclusion of a task involving collective consequences allowed us to test whether young children, who often prefer equal distributions of rewards in third-party tasks, would continue to show this preference in more extreme equal-allocation situations, such as when everyone receives punishment for the misdeeds of a single group member. As predicted, the 4-5-year-olds were the most likely to endorse the use of both collective rewards (80%) and punishments (40%) as fair, and were least likely to view targeted rewards (12%) and punishments (28%) as fair. These views were less common in older children and adults.

The investigation into views on collective discipline also provided a second look at the question of whether the role of desert is weighted differently across acts of retributive and distributive justice. Although no such difference was found across the two types of justice in the Allocation Phase of the study, a clear difference emerged in the Judgment Phase. Collective rewards were viewed by all age groups as significantly more acceptable than collective punishments. Thus, starting in the elementary school years, when individuals have relatively nuanced control over allocations of rewards and punishments, the preference is to attend to issues of desert in both cases. However, the pattern of results also indicates that the notion of desert may play more of a role when people are asked to judge the acceptability of collective retribution, in contrast to the acceptability of collective reward. Perhaps because acts of punishment inherently involve causing harm to others children thought that causing a whole group of people to experience punishment following the transgression of an individual (collective punishment) was viewed as unfair by most participants. However, because acts of reward do not inherently carry harmful consequences, causing large numbers of people to experience favorable consequences following the positive behavior of an individual (collective reward) was viewed as acceptable by most participants. These results from the Judgment Phase of the study provide some support for the notion that there is an asymmetry in
the weight placed on desert in matters of justice, with more weight given to desert in the context of retributive justice, compared to distributive justice.

We also examined associations between participants’ allocations and judgments; controlling for age, we found a robust continuity across behavior and judgment. Participants who were more likely to justify their own allocations with references to equality concerns were also more likely to judge the teacher's use of collective consequences as fair in the judgment task. An important implication of this association is that even young children display an explicit awareness of the principles that guide their behavior where distributive and retributive justice are concerned; they are able to articulate their stance rather than simply behaving reflexively. These findings also indicate that, for a substantial percentage of young children, the preference for equal distributions found in distributive justice tasks (e.g., Baumard et al., 2012) is quite strong; strong enough that whole group punishment is viewed as fairer than equitable punishment.

An intriguing finding that emerged from our analyses of collective consequences was that 58% of adults viewed collective rewards as fair, and 15% viewed collective punishment as fair (compared to 38% and 3% of the 8-10-year-olds, respectively). Many of the adults who endorsed collective consequences viewed these discipline techniques as ways to teach lessons to a larger group. The current findings suggest that such an approach by adult authority figures may be better received by younger, rather than older children, especially where collective rewards are concerned. However, this is untested and is a ripe area for future research. In addition to exploring reactions to actual targeted and collective consequences, a number of other questions related to this topic are unexplored. How are collective punishment and rewards used with children? Are such approaches effective, or do they have unintended consequences (e.g., undermining child-adult relationships)? Do collective consequences lead to self-policing among children?

**Directions for Future Research**
Here we turn to other open questions that warrant exploration, and we also touch on some limitations of the present research. One open question concerns the extent to which a shared process governs how people allocate both merits and demerits. The justification data suggest that, especially after the preschool years, the nature of this shared process may be cognitive in nature, as the focus of the responses involves a consistent and increasing focus on identifying the party most deserving of reward or punishment. For children in the preschool years, the justification data suggest that there may also be other processes at play (e.g., emotional concerns about others feeling sad) when decisions about distributive and retributive justice are made. Identifying the underlying processes involved in thinking about fair rewards and punishments -- and the extent to which such processes are common to both distributive and retributive justice -- is beyond the scope of the present study. However, this represents an important next step in this line of research.

We next touch on the question of whether many of the 4-5-year-olds in the Allocation Phase opted for a 2-2 split of the jobs - both rewarding and aversive – because such a division is cognitively less demanding. The data speak against this view. The youngest children were also the most likely to endorse as 'fair' the even spread of rewards and punishments by a teacher, and such an endorsement was no easier to make than the alternative response of 'unfair.' Further, when examining the justifications offered in the judgment task, the 4-5-year-olds frequently made mention of the negative emotional consequences (e.g., isolation, feeling sad) that a misbehaving child who is targeted with punishment might feel. It may be that many preschool-age children view the even spread of consequences as a way to maintain positive feelings, while older children prioritize issues of deservingness. Deutsch has discussed the notion that a desire to maintain positive feelings and social harmony can lead to a preference for equal allocations, while a desire to ensure productivity may lead to a preference for equitable allocations (Deutsch, 1975; Tyler & Belliveau, 1995). Our results fit with this account. However, more research is needed to directly
test the notion that that preschool-age children's preferences for relatively equal divisions of rewards and punishments are driven, in part, by a desire to promote or maintain social harmony.

Another important avenue for future research involves comparing across first- and third-party allocation scenarios. In the study reported above, the participants took part in third-party tasks in which the self did not stand to gain or suffer from the allocations. There is reason to expect that children's behavior might differ if they were placed in a first-party version of our procedure, where allocations of rewards and punishments to another person leave the self with less of the good and the bad, respectively. In studies on sharing behavior, young children like to create equal distributions of items when they are not potential recipients (e.g., Baumard et al., 2012; Shaw & Olson, 2012), but when dividing up resources in first-party tasks, they tend to allocate more to themselves than a peer (Benenson, Pascoe, & Radmore, 2007; Birch & Billman, 1986; Blake & Rand, 2010; Rochat et al., 2009). Some factors boost costly sharing in early childhood, such as being led to believe that another party has worked harder (Kanngiesser & Warneken, 2012), or allocating valued items to friends (Moore, 2009; Paulus & Moore, 2014). Further, when certain cues are made available (e.g., verbal statements of need), 2.5-year-olds altruistically lend their own valued items to others (Svetlova, Nichols, & Brownell, 2010). However, many studies of first-party sharing chart a gradual, age-related shift from favoring the self to behaving in line with fairness norms (Blake & McAuliffe, 2011; Smith, Blake, & Harris, 2013). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that 4-5-year-olds would be especially likely to create distributions that are favorable to the self when allocating rewarding and aversive classroom jobs in a first-party task.

We conducted an initial study to test this hypothesis, and we report on these data in the Supplementary Online Material. Children took part in the same procedure that is described above, but were asked to imagine themselves in the role of one of the classroom students in each scenario (this was facilitated via the use of a recipient card with the participant's name on it). While a small
number of differences emerged between the third- and first-party tasks, none of mean differences involved children putting the self at an advantage over others. In fact, the 4-5-year-olds consistently created equal allocations in the first-party task, which is in line with the data reported above. With the minimal differences between the two studies in mind, we acknowledge that the hypothetical first-party tasks presented in the Supplementary Online Material did not actually put children in the position of gaining or losing. Although children imagined themselves in the role of well- or poorly-behaved students, as evidenced by the fact that most participants used self-referential pronouns (e.g., I, me, us) in their justifications, the hypothetical task certainly carried less weight than actual punishment and reward situations. An important next step will involve exploring children's allocations in situations in which the self truly stands to benefit or suffer. When adults are asked to allocate unpleasant tasks between the self and another person in studies of moral hypocrisy, their behavior is often self-favoring and at odds with endorsed fairness norms (e.g., Valdesolo & DeSteno, 2007). In a true first-party allocation task, we would expect similar trends in children.

We now turn to two issues related to study design. First, in the Allocation Phase the words 'punishment' and 'reward' were not used. Given this, it is conceivable that some children may not have viewed the allocations as rewards or punishments. While this issue can be explored in future research, there are a number of reasons that this does not present a large concern. First, in each trial participants were alerted to the fact that the recipients found the jobs either desirable or aversive, with the recipients making clear statements such as "Yuck, I don't like taking out the trash cans!" To reinforce this notion, the experimenter referred to the aversive jobs as 'yucky jobs.' Given that children understand states of desires from an early age (Wellman & Liu, 2004), and 3-year-olds can appropriately connect desire satisfaction (or the lack thereof) with emotion (Yuill, 1984), it is fairly safe to assume that this part of our experimental design was within the grasp of even the youngest participants. Second, we note that both justification patterns and actual allocations in the Allocation
Phase were significantly correlated with participant's fairness judgments in the Judgment Phase, where the words 'punishment' and 'reward' were used explicitly. This suggests that in the Allocation Phase children saw the aversive tasks as punitive in nature and the rewarding tasks as rewarding in nature. Finally, the age-related trend with regard to the allocations of rewarding jobs is congruent with previous research on developing views of distributive justice, further suggesting that the framing of the jobs - in this case the rewarding jobs - was indeed effective.

A second issue is that participants were asked to allocate desirable or aversive jobs, whereas previous studies have asked participants to distribute or take away items (e.g., treats or stickers). We used jobs for three key reasons. First, the assignment of jobs in a classroom has a high degree of ecological validity; starting in preschool children are asked to help with enjoyable and undesirable jobs in their classrooms (e.g., watering plants, feeding pets, cleaning tables, etc.). Second, it is not uncommon for adults to assign children chores as consequences for negative behavior (many experts recommend that the chore should be related to the transgression; e.g., Nelson, 1996), and such approaches seem effective in small-scale studies (e.g., Fischer & Nehs, 1978; Hohnhorst & Roberts, 1992). Third, in our exploration of retributive justice, our goal was to investigate how children viewed the use of presentation punishments (i.e., handing out aversive consequences). This approach allowed us to directly compare participants' approaches to distributive and retributive justice. We considered the use of pleasant and aversive jobs as the best way to do this; the alternative would have been something foreign to children and potentially hard to interpret, such as asking children in the aversive item trials to distribute items like pieces of coal as punishments. To our knowledge, there is no a priori reason to expect that children's approaches to handing out jobs versus items would be different. Nonetheless, future studies on this topic will advance our understanding of children's thinking and behavior by using a variety of punishment and reward types, including punishments that involve the removal of something desirable.
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Table 1
Summary of six trial types in Allocation Phase of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students’ Contribution</th>
<th>Focal Behavior</th>
<th>Jobs to be Allocated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Rewarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Aversive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Rewarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Aversive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Rewarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal</td>
<td>Bad</td>
<td>Aversive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Frequencies of Allocation Phase justifications provided in the Unequal Behavior trials as a function of trial type and age group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial type and age</th>
<th>Implicit Sameness</th>
<th>Explicit Sameness</th>
<th>Implicit Deservingness</th>
<th>Explicit Deservingness</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Good w/ Rewarding Jobs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Good w/ Aversive Jobs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bad w/ Rewarding Jobs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bad w/ Aversive Jobs</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Percentages rounded to nearest whole number
Table 3. Inter-trial correlations for participants' allocations in the four Unequal Behavior trials by age group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>4-5yrs</th>
<th>6-7yrs</th>
<th>8-10yrs</th>
<th>Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good w/ Rewarding Jobs and Good w/ Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>-.25†</td>
<td>-.44**</td>
<td>-.45**</td>
<td>-.34***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good w/ Rewarding Jobs and Bad w/ Rewarding Jobs</td>
<td>-.17</td>
<td>-.74***</td>
<td>-.66***</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good w/ Rewarding Jobs and Bad w/ Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.35†</td>
<td>.29**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good w/ Aversive Jobs and Bad w/ Rewarding Jobs</td>
<td>.50***</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good w/ Aversive Jobs and Bad w/ Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>-.22</td>
<td>-.68***</td>
<td>-.43**</td>
<td>-.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad w/ Rewarding Jobs and Bad w/ Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>-.25†</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.45**</td>
<td>-.34***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. †p < .09, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial type and age</th>
<th>Justification Type</th>
<th>Sameness</th>
<th>Deservingness</th>
<th>Lesson</th>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Targeted Reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Targeted Punishment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective Reward</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective Punishment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-5yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10yrs</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
Table 5
Summary of within-age-group comparisons of fairness judgments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Tar Pun : Tar Rew</th>
<th>Col Rew : Col Pun</th>
<th>Col Rew : Tar Rew</th>
<th>Col Pun : Tar Pun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>&gt;**</td>
<td>&gt;***</td>
<td>&gt;***</td>
<td>=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>&gt;***</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>&lt;**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>&gt;**</td>
<td>&lt;*</td>
<td>&lt;***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>=</td>
<td>&gt;***</td>
<td>&lt;***</td>
<td>&lt;***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. > denotes more fair, < denotes less fair, = denotes equally fair. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001.
Figure 1. Mean allocations of rewarding and aversive jobs as a function of trial type and age.
Figure 2. Frequencies of participants’ allocations in the four Unequal Behavior allocation trials as a function of trial type and age.
Figure 3. Frequencies of participants rating teacher's discipline practices as fair in judgment trials as a function of trial type and age.
Appendix

Figure A1. Schematic representation of fictional classroom depicting the rewarding and aversive jobs. Participants viewed this prior to Allocation Phase.
Figure A2. Arrangement of recipients and window-washing jobs, as used in the introduction phase.
Figure A3. Example of how recipient cards (lower left and right), job cards (lower middle), and scenario card (top) were arranged in the Allocation Phase.
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## Overview of Allocation Scenarios

Table S1. Allocation scenarios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial Types</th>
<th>Description of Scenario</th>
<th>Behaviors Depicted*</th>
<th>Jobs Allocated*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equal Good with Rewarding Jobs</td>
<td>2 students asked to help; both help equally; rewarding jobs handed out</td>
<td>• Students hand out same # of papers</td>
<td>• Mail delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal Bad with Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>2 students told to be careful; both cause equal amount of damage; aversive jobs handed out</td>
<td>• Students break same # of pencils</td>
<td>• Empty trans cans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs</td>
<td>2 students asked to work; one does more; rewarding jobs handed out</td>
<td>• One student finishes math work; other student decides to stop</td>
<td>• Mail delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>2 students asked to work; one does more; aversive jobs handed out</td>
<td>• One student finishes math work; other student decides to stop</td>
<td>• Feeding classroom pets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs</td>
<td>2 students asked to be careful; one makes more mess; rewarding jobs handed out</td>
<td>• One student stops tracking mud on rug; other student continues</td>
<td>• Testing computer games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs</td>
<td>2 students asked to be careful; one makes more mess; aversive jobs handed out</td>
<td>• One student stops tracking mud on rug; other student continues</td>
<td>• Emptying trash cans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Subjects received each trial type once. *Multiple scenario/job combinations were used, between subjects, for counterbalancing. In Study 1, subjects heard about two fictional students.
Scripts

Introduction Phase Script (from main study)

This is a classroom. There are a bunch of kids who go to school in here. Here they all are [SHOW STACK OF 14 STUDENT CARDS]. There are lots of jobs that need to be done in the classroom. Some jobs are really fun jobs. Other jobs are really yucky jobs. [POINT TO JOBS AS YOU TALK.] The fun jobs are: feeding the four pets, testing four new computer games, and getting to carry four letters to other teachers in the school. The yucky jobs are: cleaning up four spills in the snack area, emptying four trash cans, and wiping up four paint spills in the art area.

Today I'm going to ask for your help in deciding who should do the jobs, okay? First we're going to practice how we give out the jobs. Each time we give out jobs, there will be four jobs, like this. [BRING OUT 4 WINDOW WASHING CARDS.] There are four windows in the classroom, and each one needs to be washed. [SELECT 2 STUDENT CARDS.] Look, I can give this child one window to wash, and this other child three windows to wash. Is that one way we can do it? Okay, now can you show me another way we can hand out the four jobs? And is there even another way we can do it? [LET CHILD PRACTICE; BE READY TO ASSIST YOUNGER CHILDREN; CHECK COMPREHENSION; MAKE SURE CHILD MOVES CARDS HIM/HERSELF.]

Great! That's the way we hand out the jobs in this project. Now I am going to show you another part of the classroom. [MOVE TO FIRST ALLOCATION SCENARIO.]

Sample Allocation Phase Script (from main study)

Here's a picture of the block area of the classroom. Look at this, there are blocks all over the floor. Here are two kids. The teacher asks these two kids to pick up all of the blocks. They both start picking up blocks. This kid picks up a small number of blocks, and then says, "I don't want to do this anymore." But this other kid keeps working. He/she keeps working and working until his/her block container is full. [SHOW PICTURE BINS AND POINT TO WHO DID WHAT.]
• Memory question 1: Which kid picked up just a few blocks and then stopped?
• Memory question 2: Which kid kept working and picked up a lot of blocks?

Now, the teacher is going to give out four fun jobs. Here they are, each job is feeding one of the four hamsters in the classroom. Both of these two kids say, "Yay, I love feeding the hamsters!"

• Allocation question: What do you think is the best way to give out these four fun jobs that both kids want to do? Can you take these job cards and show me?
• Justification question: I see you gave [#] to this child, and [#] to this other child. Why did you decide to do it that way?

Judgment Phase Script (from main study)

• [PICK UP STUDENT CARD FROM ARRAY AT RANDOM] This kid was making lots of noise during quiet reading time. As a punishment, the teacher says that this kid has to stay inside for recess, but the rest of the kids can go outside. Is that fair? Why/Why not?

• [PICK UP STUDENT CARD FROM ARRAY AT RANDOM] This kid helped the teacher do a cleaning job without being asked to help. As a reward, the teacher says that this kid gets 8 minutes on the computer, but the rest of the kids get 5 minutes. Is that fair? Why/Why not?

• [PICK UP STUDENT CARD FROM ARRAY AT RANDOM] This kid was throwing things in the classroom. As a punishment, the teacher says that this kid and all of the other kids have to stay inside for recess. Is that fair? Why/Why not?

• [PICK UP STUDENT CARD FROM ARRAY AT RANDOM] This kid helped the teacher carry some very heavy books without being asked to help. As a reward, the teacher says that this kid and all of the other kids get extra time on the computers. Is that fair? Why/Why not?
Study 2

The study reported in the main manuscript -- referred to hereafter as Study 1 -- makes a novel contribution to the literature on fairness and justice by exploring how thinking about both distributive and retributive justice develops from the preschool years onward. This is the first time that developmental comparisons across the two types of justice have been made. Study 1 made use of third-party scenarios, in which participants did not think about themselves as potential recipients of positive or negative consequences. The additional data we present here, referred to hereafter as Study 2, were collected to explore how children view the allocation of rewards and penalties in first-party scenarios, where the self stands to benefit or suffer.

Method

Participants. As Study 2 placed the participant in the role of a classroom student, the inclusion of adult participants was difficult. Children aged 4-10 were recruited and interviewed at the Hands-On Museum in Ann Arbor, MI. Children were divided into three age groups: (1) \( n = 40 \) 4-5-year-olds (29 girls, \( M_{age} = 5.28, SD = .56 \)), (2) \( n = 43 \) 6-7-year-olds (26 girls, \( M_{age} = 6.96, SD = .57 \)), and (3) \( n = 48 \) 8-10-year-olds (24 girls, \( M_{age} = 9.30, SD = .90 \)). Five 4-5-year-olds started but did not complete the study due to comprehension issues (3) or distraction (2). Two 6-7-year-olds did not complete the study due to distraction.

Materials and procedures. Children saw the same stimuli that were used in Study 1. However, in Study 2 children were asked to imagine themselves as one of the students in the fictional classroom. Children were shown the schematic diagram of the classroom and the laminated student cards. In Study 2, male participants worked with seven male student cards, and female worked with seven female student cards. Children were told that they would be answering some questions about students in a classroom, and that their job was to imagine that they were one of the students in the classroom. To facilitate this, each child wrote his or her name on a blank
student card (hereafter, the Self Card). This was an outline of a person, and was cut to the same size as the laminated student cards (hereafter, the Other Cards).

The introduction phase was similar to the introduction used in Study 1. The key difference was that in Study 2, children were asked to think about the different ways to allocate the four window-washing jobs between the Self Card and a randomly-selected, gender-matched Other Card. During the introduction phase, children were told:

"This is a classroom. There are a bunch of kids who go to school in here. Here they all are [SHOW STACK OF GENDER-MATCHED CHARACTERS]. Today, I want you to pretend that you are one of the kids in the class. This is you. [CHILD PUTS OWN NAME ON OUTLINE - OR EXPERIMENTER WRITES IT]

There are lots of jobs that need to be done in the classroom. Some jobs are really fun jobs, like feeding the classroom pets. Other jobs are really yucky jobs, like picking up trash. Today I'm going to ask for your help in deciding who should do the jobs. Okay?

First we're going to practice how we give out the jobs. Each time we give out jobs, there will be four jobs, like this. [BRING OUT 4 WINDOW WASHING CARDS.] There are four windows in the classroom, and each one needs to be washed. [SELECT 1 TRAINING CHARACTER AND CHILD.] Look, I can give this child three windows to wash, and I can give you one window. Can you think of another way? [LET CHILD PRACTICE; CHECK COMPREHENSION; MAKE SURE ALL POSSIBILITIES ARE DEMONSTRATED]

In the Allocation Phase of the study, children were run through the same six allocation trial types that were used in Study 1. In each trial, a child's Self Card was always paired with a new, randomly-selected Other Card. Importantly, children were randomly assigned to one of two conditions. In the Self Good condition, the Self Card always represented the student who did more good or less bad across the four Unequal Behavior trials. In the Self Bad condition, the Self Card
always represented the student who did more bad or less good. Thus, the allocation trials served as a within-subjects factor, and the Self Good versus Self Bad manipulation resulted in a between-subjects factor. The Self Good (SG) and Self Bad (SB) conditions did not differ in terms of gender composition ($p = .35$). Further, there were no age differences within each age group as a function of condition: (1) 4-5-year-olds: $n_{SG} = 20$, $n_{SB} = 20$, $p$ for test of age difference = .14; (2) 6-7-year-olds: $n_{SG} = 23$, $n_{SB} = 20$, $p = .87$; (3) 8-10-year-olds: $n_{SG} = 21$, $n_{SB} = 27$, $p = .83$.

In the Judgment Phase of Study 2, children were run though the same four judgment trials that were used in Study 1. In the Self Good condition, the Self Card always represented the student who did something helpful, and an Other Card was always randomly selected to represent a student who had behaved poorly. In the Self Bad condition, an Other Card was always randomly selected to represent a helpful student, and the Self Card was always selected to represent the poorly-behaved student.

For children in the Self Bad condition, the experimenter made a statement to this effect after the study: "I know you wouldn't really do all of those bad things. We were just pretending, right?"

Preliminary analyses showed that as in Study 1, there were no effects of participant gender, scenario/job combinations, or trial order. Thus, data were pooled across these variables in the analyses reported below.

**Results**

**Allocation Phase - Equal Behavior trials.** A series of chi-square analyses showed that, within each age group, children in the Self Good and Self Bad conditions in Study 2 did not differ from children in the Third Party task (Study 1) in the percentage of time they created equal splits of jobs in the two Equal Behavior trials ($p$-values ranged from .21 to .89). The large majority of children in the Self Good and Self Bad conditions preferred to allocate rewarding and aversive jobs equally when scenarios contained equal behavior.
**Allocation Phase - Cross-study analyses of Unequal Behavior trials.** Children’s mean allocations in Study 2’s Unequal Behavior trials are displayed in Figure S1. The primary aim of the analyses reported in this section was to compare - within each age group - the allocations made in the Self Good and Self Bad conditions to the allocations made in the Third-Party condition of Study 1.

First, for the 4-5-year-olds, a 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Good) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, \( F(3, 204) = 9.07, p < .001 \). There was no main effect of study, \( F(1, 68) = .19, p = .67 \), and the trial type × study interaction was also not significant, \( F(3, 204) = 1.82, p = .15 \). Thus, 4-5-year-old children’s allocations across the four trial types followed a similar pattern in both the Third Party and Self Good conditions.

Also for the 4-5-year-olds, a 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Bad) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, \( F(3, 204) = 3.15, p = .03 \), but no main effect of study, \( F(1, 68) = .64, p = .43 \). There was, however, a significant trial type × study interaction, \( F(3, 204) = 5.77, p = .001 \). Post hoc analyses were used to clarify the interaction; for the sake of brevity, only the significant cross-study results are reported here. In the Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs trial, 4-5-year-olds in the Self Bad role gave themselves significantly fewer aversive jobs (\( M = 1.90 \)) than they allocated to the poorly-behaved student in Study 1’s Third Party task (\( M = 2.48 \)), \( p = .002 \). In the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs trial, 4-5-year-olds in the Self Bad role gave themselves significantly more rewarding jobs (\( M = 2.05 \)) than they allocated to the poorly-behaved student in Study 1’s Third Party task (\( M = 1.62 \)), \( p = .04 \). In the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs trial, 4-5-year-olds in the Self Bad role gave themselves significantly fewer aversive jobs (\( M = 1.95 \)) than they allocated to the poorly-behaving student in Study 1’s Third Party task (\( M = 2.28 \)), \( p = .05 \). Thus, in the Self Bad condition in Study 2, the 4-5-year-olds provided the
self with more favorable allocations than children in the same age group provided to the poorly-behaved students in Study 1’s Third Party task.

A final series of analyses with the 4-5-year-olds in Study 2 confirmed what is apparent in Figures S1A and S1B: children in this age group held a strong orientation toward equality across conditions and trial types. In both the Self Good and Self Bad conditions, none of the 4-5-year-olds’ allocations in the Unequal Behavior trials were significantly different from the equal-split value of 2 ($p$-values ranged from .10 to 1.00).

For the 6-7-year-old group, a 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Good) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, $F(3, 192) = 12.92, p < .001$. There was no main effect of study, $F(1, 64) = .36, p = .55$. There was, however, a significant trial type × study interaction, $F(3, 192) = 5.07, p = .002$. In the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs trial, the 6-7-year-olds allocated fewer desirable jobs to themselves in the Self Good condition ($M = 2.13$) compared to the number that was allocated to the well-behaved student in Study 1’s Third Party condition ($M = 2.58$), $p = .04$. Similarly, in the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs trial, the 6-7-year-olds allocated fewer desirable jobs to themselves in the Self Good condition ($M = 1.96$) compared to the number that was allocated to the well-behaved student in Study 1's Third Party condition ($M = 2.44$), $p = .02$. Thus, the 6-7-year-olds were more generous to the well-behaved student in the Third Party condition in Study 1 than they were to themselves in Study 2's Self Good condition.

Next, for the 6-7-year-olds, a 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Bad) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, $F(3, 183) = 18.50, p < .001$. There was no main effect of study, $F(1, 61) = .10, p = .75$, and there was also no significant trial type × study interaction, $F(3, 183) = .74, p = .53$. The allocations 6-7-year-olds made to
themselves in the Self Bad role were no different than the ones made to the poorly-behaved students in Study 1.

For the 8-10-year-old group, a 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Good) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, $F(3, 147) = 46.87, p < .001$. There was no main effect of study, $F(1, 49) = .25, p = .62$, and there was also no significant trial type × study interaction, $F(3, 147) = 1.38, p = .25$. The 8-10-year-olds responded similarly across the Third Party and Self Good conditions when allocating jobs to the well-behaved student.

A 4 (trial type) × 2 (study: Third Party vs. Self Bad) mixed-measures ANOVA was also conducted for the 8-10-year-olds. There was a main effect of trial type, $F(3, 165) = 41.80, p < .001$, but no main effect of study, $F(1, 55) = .73, p = .40$. However, there was a significant trial type × study interaction, $F(3, 165) = 4.43, p = .005$. In the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs Trial, 8-10-year-old participants in the Self Bad role (Study 2) gave themselves significantly more rewarding jobs ($M = 1.63$) than 8-10-year-olds gave the poorly-behaved student in the Third Party task ($M = 1.17$), $p = .03$. In the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs trial, the 8-10-year-olds in the Self Bad role gave themselves significantly more rewarding jobs ($M = 1.59$) than children in same age group gave the poorly-behaved student in the Third Party task ($M = 1.13$), $p = .03$. In sum, the 8-10-year-olds in the Self Bad condition in Study 2 engaged in self-favoring behavior - relative to the Study 1 results - in two out of four Unequal Behavior trials. Nonetheless, as is evident in Figures S1A and S1B, the 8-10-year-olds followed the same basic equity-oriented pattern in their allocation behavior across Studies 1 and 2.

**Judgment Phase - Cross-study analyses.** Children's responses to the fairness questions in Study 2 are displayed in Table S1. In the 4-5-year-old group, there were no significant differences, as a function of condition (i.e., Third Party, Self Good, Self Bad), in how children answered the fairness questions in any of the four Judgment Phase trials ($p$-values ranged from .07 to .72).
However, one contrast approached significance: 35% of the 4-5-year-olds in the Self Good condition viewed targeted punishment as fair, whereas only 10% of the 4-5-year-olds in the Self Bad condition responded that way. \(\chi^2(1, N = 40) = 3.58, p = .06\). There were no significant differences as a function of condition in the 6-7-year-old group (\(p\)-values ranged from .23 to .66), and the same was true for the 8-10-year-old group (\(p\)-values ranged from .54 to .72). Thus, within each age group, children answered questions about the fairness of a teacher’s discipline decisions rather similarly across the Third Party, Self Good, and Self Bad conditions.

**Allocation Phase - Analyses of Unequal Behavior trials in Study 2 only.** Although the focus of Study 2 was to compare across the First- (Study 2) and Third-Party (Study 1) versions of the allocation and judgment tasks, we briefly report here on comparisons of children's allocations in the Unequal Behaviors trials in Study 2 only. A 4 (trial type) × 2 (condition: Self Good vs. Self Bad) × 3 (age group) mixed-measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main effect of trial type, \(F(3, 375) = 18.04, p < .001\). There was no main effect of condition, \(F(1, 125) = .61, p = .44\), nor was there a main effect of age group, \(F(2, 125) = .52, p = .60\). There was one significant interaction, between age group and trial type, \(F(6, 375) = 4.41, p < .001\). This significant interaction was clarified via analyses of simple effects. For the sake of brevity, only the significant differences are reported below.

In the Unequal Good with Rewarding Jobs Trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated fewer rewarding jobs to themselves (\(M = 2.10\)) than did the 8-10-year-olds (\(M = 2.54\)), \(p = .007\). By contrast, in the Unequal Good with Aversive Jobs trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated more aversive jobs to themselves (\(M = 1.98\)) than did the 8-10-year-olds (\(M = 1.47\)), \(p = .001\). In the Unequal Bad with Aversive Jobs trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated fewer aversive jobs to themselves (\(M = 2.05\)) than did the 8-10-year-olds (\(M = 2.42\)), \(p = .02\). Finally, in the Unequal Bad with Rewarding Jobs
trial, the 4-5-year-olds allocated more rewarding jobs to themselves ($M = 1.98$) than did the 8-10-year-olds ($M = 1.57$), $p = .004$.

**Discussion**

In Study 2, children aged 4-10 took part in the same type of allocation task used in Study 1, but were asked to imagine themselves as either well- or poorly-behaved potential recipients of positive or negative consequences. Differences across the two studies were small; most of those that did emerge showed that children were more generous with the self in Study 2 - allocating more rewarding jobs or fewer aversive jobs - than they were with fictional students in Study 1. The 4-5-year-old group showed the largest number of cross-study differences that favored the self, but their allocations in Study 2 were firmly equality-focused and did not indicate a desire to hoard rewarding jobs and avoid aversive jobs. The 6-7-year-olds did not make allocations that, relative to Study 1, favored the self. Although there were a small number of cross-study differences in the 8-10-year-old group, these children showed a preference for equity in Study 2 that was similar to that seen in Study 1. Children's judgments about the fairness of an authority figure's allocations of rewards and punishments, made in the context of the Self Good and Self Bad conditions, did not differ from those observed in Study 1.

In analyses that focused on differences in Study 2 only (i.e., not cross-study differences), there were no effects of condition where Self Good vs. Self Bad was concerned. The intra-study differences that did emerge were between the 4-5- and 8-10-year-olds, wherein the youngest group was firmly equality-focused and the oldest group was firmly equity-focused. These differences replicate the main findings from Study 1.

As noted in the discussion section for the main study (referred to as Study 1 here), an important next step in this line of research will be to assess how children and adults prefer to allocate rewards and punishments when the self truly stands to benefit or suffer. The lower-stakes
hypothetical scenarios used here do not allow for confident conclusions to be drawn about behavioral differences in first- vs. third-party distributive and retributive justice tasks.

One intriguing finding in Study 2 involves the responses of the 6-7-year-old group in the Allocation Phase of the study. Where there were differences across the first- and third-party tasks in this age group, the children were more generous to the other children in the third-party context than they were to themselves in Study 2’s first-party Self Good condition. There is no readily available explanation for this finding, as (1) existing research indicates it is not until age 8 that children systematically reject unequal allocations that are advantageous to the self (e.g., Blake, & McAuliffe, 2011), and (2) the 8-10-year-olds in the present study did not follow the same pattern of behavior exhibited by the 6-7-year-olds. Thus, more research is needed, using a variety of measures, to assess when in development children refuse to put themselves at an advantage in retributive and distributive justice scenarios.
Table S1. Percentages of participants rating teacher's discipline practices as fair in Study 2 as a function of age group, trial type, and condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4-5 years</th>
<th>6-7 years</th>
<th>8-10 years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self Good</td>
<td>Self Bad</td>
<td>Self Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Reward</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted Punishment</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Reward</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collective Punishment</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Percentages rounded to nearest whole number.
Figure S1. Study 2 mean allocations of rewarding and aversive jobs to the well-behaved self (Figure S1A; Self Good Condition) and to the poorly-behaved self (Figure S1B; Self Bad Condition) as a function of trial type and age.